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 QUOTE OF THE 
MONTH: 
 Getting to an elite level in something 

requires having CONSISTENCY and 

DISCIPLINE in the right behaviors, 

thoughts and habits. The AVERAGE do it 

sometimes. The GOOD do it most times. 

But the GREAT do it all the time.-Allistair 

McCaw 
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 Championship season is here! Gulliver Swim Club Senior group members will race at BB Champs, 
Junior Olympics, and/or Senior Championships. Everyone in the group is expected to race at the 
highest level meet they individually qualify for, as we aim to achieve together as a team. We are a 
competitive team and look forward to these yearly tests of our ability.  
 
Senior swimmers will swim between four and nine events, based on the meet and qualifying times. 
We look forward to seeing our athletes use their practiced racing skills in their individual races, as 
well as our combined efforts in our team relays. GRSC athletes are expected to take team relays 
extremely serious, as each individual's efforts affect other teammates' success. Our A and B relays 
are important to overall team standings, so no matter the relay, GRSC athletes should be racing with 
full conviction!  
 
While we plan for and hope for all Best Times from every athlete, the honest truth is "perfect meets" 
with 100% Best Times are extremely rare. As parents, we coaches encourage you to offer your child 
unconditional support regardless of time results. That way, coaches can be the neutral judge of effort 
and execution of details. When parents get emotionally involved in whether or not swimmers go best 
times, swimmers often feel the added pressure and correlate love and affection with positive results.  
 
We are looking forward to some fast swimming after months of dedicated and specific work, so 
please bring your team spirit to each session to cheer all our athletes on. Any time there is a Gulliver 
cap in the water, feel free to yell and holler! 
 
See you on deck! 
 

Upcoming Meet for Senior Swimmers: 
Senior Champs March 22nd-24th 

GO RAIDERS!!! 
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It is important to try new things. I am always doing at least one thing in my life that I 

may not be especially good at. The experience of putting my ego and fears aside and 

doing something simply because I like it, or I am curious keeps me humble and playful.  

My entire family joined Gulliver Swim Club 3 years ago. At that time, swimming was 

one of those things that I loved but was not especially good at. As my children 

struggled to master all of their strokes properly and build the strength and endurance 

required for this sport, so did I.  I credit my coaches and team mates for helping me 

become a “real” swimmer. They patiently taught me how to make sense of a work out, 

keep up with the pace or adjust as needed. The pursuit of ideal technique in each 

stroke is a continuous endeavor. Swimming has become a place where everything, but 

the present moment fades away. It is absorbing and calming in a way that no other 

sport has ever been for me. Every practice I am inspired to keep up with my amazing 

team mates, many of whom are world class swimmers and athletes. 

 As part of the swim community, I discovered open water swimming and races. It has 

been fun, challenging and scary preparing for and participating in open water races. 

Gorgeous sunrises, darting fish, sudden lightening storms, murky waters, jelly fish and 

post-swim breakfasts with swim mates; It all comes together for me in the weightless, 

silence when I am swimming.  

 Oh, and it is a really good work out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spotlight on Masters 

Swimmer: Miriam Harrison 

Wients, 

Team 

captain 

of 

Gulliver 

Masters, 

celebrate

s making 

7 

practices 

in a row! 

I don’t want to look back on 

my life and say, “What if?” … 

Don’t worry about failure. Try 

it, and if it doesn’t work out, 

okay because at least you 

tried.” 

- Annie Meyers Drysdale  
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SENIOR PREP 
In the month of February, training changed in several ways. Primarily, Main sets 
changed in focus from aerobic development to more “quality”. This means the rest to 
work ratio changed as the set would give more rest but require a much higher 
percentage of effort. Athletes were asked to focus on skills and breathing patterns that 
support fast swimming. Secondly, because of the change in pool time, dryland time as 
utilized to not only activate the Central Nervous System and increase mobility but also 
to serve as our initial “warmup”. Athletes acclimated to this shift well and used their 
time wisely. We are spending more time on starts and turn skills which will help us to 
fine-tune those little details for championship swims in March. Championship season is 
equally exciting in two parts from my perspective. It’s always exciting to see hard work 
pay off, but it is equally as important to use this month as a ruler to measure how much 
effort went into the previous 6 months of the season. Athletes who found joy in the 
process will reap the benefits and others will wish they would have made more of an 
effort throughout the year. March will begin with a strong emphasis on meet prep and 
will also bring a week break and then, finally, a clean slate to begin preparing for long 
course season. I look forward to both! 
 

 

GOLD 
Gold group focused a lot in aerobic development from December 17th until February. In 
February we started doing more aerobic maintenance and implemented more pace and 
speed into our practices leading to our home meet and especially BB champs. For 
March, we will focus the first two weeks on meet preparation leading up to JO’s. The 
gold group qualified 14 swimmers for this meet and 7 of this swimmers will have a full 
schedule.  February was a really good month in terms of attendance for practice and 
results at our home meet and BB champs the first weekend of March. I would like to 
congratulate Reese Rosenthal, Peyton Selts, Sofia Moreno, Sofia Abril and Eduardo 
and Sofia Kingston for having perfect attendance this month. I hope more people follow 
them for the next month. 
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SILVER 
In February we continued our Progressive Aerobic Development.   I began to introduce sets of longer 
duration on predetermined intervals. For example, In December we did 10 x 100 on 2:15, January 2:00, 
then 1:45 in February for some Swimmers, and 2:30, 2:15 and 2:00 for other swimmers. Although it is not 
the focus of our training, the swimmers look forward to our “Challenge” set during practice time. Getting to 
this level is the result of reasonable progressions over time, while continuing to develop other 
components of our training. Quality kick sets are incorporated every day, and continue to be the 
foundation of good stroke technique.  A few of our swimmers have ventured into long quality swims by 
trying the 1650 in a meet and 500 in practice for time. Swimmers do not turn 13 and magically know how 
to swim a distance event.   
We have also introduced broken 100’s and broken 200’s, working on brain training for race preparation. 
Sprinting with lots of rest has been an important part of our workouts as well! Racing is not only fun, but 
prepares our swimmers for Swim meets. Stroke work and technique during practice and offering help with 
turns after practice will also continue, and always will be a part of our daily routine.  Please be sure to sign 
up for extra help with Coach Sheryl.  
This month I also met with 90% of Silver Swimmers and parents to discuss goals and progressions.  If 
you have not yet had a chance to sign up, please do so in my office. Numerous emails have gone out 
about this.  
Thanks for a great month! Keep up the great work and communication with me, it goes along ways when 
we are positive, helpful, and want the best for our swimmers! Thank you for letting me be a part of your 
Village! GO RAIDERS! 
 
BRONZE 
February has been an incredible first entire month as the Bronze group Coach at Gulliver. It has 
definitively been the month that has given me enough time to watch carefully each of the kids swimming 
to know how each one of them feels in the water, and I have accommodated the workouts to the different 
needs according to their individual technique level and endurance.During this month the focus has mainly 
been on 1.)Creating a team spirit in and out the water, dryland is being a great time to enjoy together 
warming up and stretching before getting into the water and focusing individually on how each swims. 
This spirit was evident during the meet we hosted at Gulliver at the beginning of the month.2.)Working on 
some new procedures, such as bringing on the deck just the stuff we need every day. This avoids not only 
a loss of time but most importantly bring a more secure way to get into the water.3.) Improving the 
technique, by doing a lot of different drills in every one of the 4 strokes, and at the same time working 
on longer distance sets to start increasing the endurance that will prepare them for the Long Course 
season that will start in April. During the month of March, I would like to start having 15 min meetings with 
parents and swimmers after the practice to set the goals and discuss any questions or concerns that you 
may want to share with me. 

Again, congratulations to all swimmers!!! I feel extremely thrilled and honored to be your coach! 
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Meet Recaps 
 

Age Group: NEWLY ACHIEVED JUNIOR OLYMPIC TIME  
From GRSC Winter Invite: 

                                             Sofia Abril 50 Breast 

                                        Alejandro Escoto 50 Back 

                                          Axel Negrin 50 Fly 

                                          Reese Rosenthal 50 Back 

                                                 Matthew Bahniuk 50 Fly 100 Free 

      Nicole Macedo 200 Free 50 Fly 100 Free 

Mariah Milano 50 Free 50 Breast 

Peyton Selts 1650 and 200 Free 

Elyse Woods 100 IM and 100 Free 

                                                          Paola Negrin 100 IM 

                                                      Fernando Collazo 200 Fly 

                              Juanfrancisco Gudino 50 Free, 50 Fly, 100 Back, 50 Back and 50 Breast 

David Orozco 100 IM  50 Breast 

 
 

 

  

Age Group: NEWLY ACHIEVED JUNIOR OLYMPIC TIME 
From BB Champs: 

 
Sofia Abril 100 Breast      Sofia Ciperski 50 Free 

Katelyn Gembicki100 IM    Maria Grant 50 Breast 

Sofia Moreno100 IM      Reese Rosenthal 100 Free, 100 Back, 200 IM and 400 IM 

Peyton Selts 100 Free, 500 Free, 50 Fly     Leo Caldeira de Andrada 50 Breast 

Fernando Collazo 500 Free   Natalie Cembicki 500 Free, 50 Back, 50 Fly, 100 Fly, 400 IM 

Ivan Grass 500 Free    Juanfrancisco Gudino 100 IM 
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WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO SWIM AND PRACTICE 
 FOR EVERY EVENT AS AN AGE GROUP 
SWIMMER- A note from Coach Antonio 
 

    As age group coaches, we typically get the same 

questions when we choose certain events for meets. 
Why am I swimming a 500 if I am a sprinter? Why am I 
doing fly if my best stroke is backstroke? The answer is 
simple: As an age group swimmer, you never know 
where your career is going to take you. The best 
sprinters in the world at pro and NCAA levels swam other 
strokes and distances as age groupers. Michael Phelps 
used to swim the 1500 very often, Alexander Popov used 
to swim backstroke before focusing on freestyle, Pieter 
Van den Hoogenband was ranked in the world as an age 
grouper in the 400 meters freestyle. 
 

   While we all have certain events that we like better 
than others, practicing every stroke (kicking, pulling, 
drilling) will create the foundation you need to excel as a 
swimmer when you get older, and it will help you to have 
a better idea of where your true potential as a swimmer 
is.  
   
    A quick note for older swimmers too, you should 
always try harder and focus more than you usually do in 
your weaknesses rather than in your strengths. Michael 
Phelps did not drop 4 seconds from Athens ( 4:08.26 in 
2004) to Beijing (4:03.84 in 2004 and current WR) by 
improving his butterfly and backstroke ( his best strokes 
as a teenager). He did it by improving his second half of 
the race. His 200 splits where 1:57.10 (2004) and 
1:56.49 (2008), but the biggest difference came from his 
breastroke leg (which is his worst stroke) where he went 
from a 1:13 split to 1:10 split. 
 

If we are able to develop well-rounded swimmers at an 
early age, we will be able to build that complete 
foundation that is necessary for the development of 
every swimmer and athlete, and senior coaches will be 
able to focus on a much more specialized kind of training 
rather than going back to the basics of the sport. 

 
 
 

Spotlight on= 
Mental Training 

 

 

 

Mental Toughness or 

Mental Pliability 

from THE SCIENCE 

OF SWIMMING 

FASTER by Human 

Kinetics 

 Click the link to read 

an excerpt from the 

book all about Mental 

Training- Check it out! 

 

 

 

 

https://us.humankinetics.com/blogs/excerpt/mental-toughness-or-mental-pliability
https://us.humankinetics.com/blogs/excerpt/mental-toughness-or-mental-pliability

